Abstract Experiences, such as sensory learning, are known to induce plasticity in mammalian sensory systems. In recent years aversive olfactory learning-induced plasticity has been identified at all stages of the adult olfactory pathway; however, the underlying mechanisms have yet to be identified. Much of the work regarding mechanisms of olfactory associative learning comes from neonates, a time point before which the brain or olfactory system is fully developed. In addition, pups and adults often express different behavioral outcomes when subjected to the same olfactory aversive conditioning paradigm, making it difficult to directly attribute pup mechanisms of plasticity to adults. Despite the differences, there is evidence of similarities between pups and adults in terms of learning-induced changes in the olfactory system, suggesting at least some conserved mechanisms. Identifying these conserved mechanisms of plasticity would dramatically increase our understanding of how the brain is able to alter encoding and consolidation of salient olfactory information even at the earliest stages following aversive learning. The focus of this review is to systematically examine literature regarding olfactory associative learning across developmental stages and search for similarities in order to build testable hypotheses that will inform future studies of aversive learning-induced sensory plasticity in adults.
Introduction
In order to survive, organisms must be able to modify their behaviors in response to experience. Such flexibility requires modification of neural properties, circuitry, and connectivity that can be long-lasting, a process referred to as neural plasticity. Neuroplasticity can take many forms from subcellular changes in intrinsic neuronal properties or receptor expression to large-scale changes in coding and neural networks (Amtul and Atta Ur 2015; Carasatorre and Ramirez-Amaya 2013; Foehring and Lorenzon 1999) . Experiences, such as associative learning, are known to induce plasticity in several brain areas, which ultimately support altered behavioral responses (Kolb and Gibb 2014; Sweatt 2016) . Aversive, or fear, conditioning involves learning to associate some initially neutral, conditioned stimulus (CS) with an aversive unconditioned stimulus, such that subsequent presentations of the CS produce a measurable aversive or avoidance behavior (Pavlov 1927) . Aversive learning in mammals is associated with neural plasticity in areas such as the hippocampus and frontal cortex, which are also involved in appetitive conditioning (Broersen 2000) ; however, aversive learning additionally induces plasticity in areas specific to fear, such as the amygdala (Izquierdo et al. 2016; Maren 2001) . Furthermore, aversive conditioning alters coding in sensory cortices that are more specific to the type of stimulus used for conditioning. For example, pairing an auditory cue with an aversive electric shock leads to altered processing of the CS in auditory cortex (Grosso et al. 2015; Weinberger 1998) .
Olfactory aversive learning induces changes in sensory coding in the adult mammalian olfactory pathway, a fact we have known for several decades (Bressler 1988; Coopersmith et al. 1986; Freeman and Schneider 1982; Pager and Royet 1976 ), yet we have barely begun to scratch the surface as to the mechanisms underlying neural plasticity responsible for such changes. In recent years, altered coding has been reported across all stages of the adult olfactory pathway including olfactory sensory neurons (OSN) (Kass et al. 2013) , olfactory bulb (OB) cells (Fletcher 2012; Kass and McGann 2017; Ross and Fletcher 2018) , and piriform cortex (PCx) cells (Chen et al. 2011; Sevelinges et al. 2004) ; however, extensive investigation of electrophysiological or molecular mechanisms or widespread network alterations underlying the observed coding changes is still lacking in adults. Instead, much of the work regarding mechanisms of olfactory associative learning comes from neonates; however, most of this information regarding odor learning in pups comes from a time point before which the brain or olfactory system is fully developed. While the majority of cell types and all types of synapses are present at birth, mammalian OB synapses continue to increase and mature well into adolescence (Treloar et al. 2010) and PCx pyramidal cells mature in the first postnatal weeks (Sarma et al. 2011) . Importantly, olfactory aversive conditioning in pups prior to postnatal day 10 (P10) results in behavioral paradoxical preference of the conditioned odor, an acquired preference to the stimulus paired with an aversive outcome, which is a different behavioral outcome than adults and attributable to developmental differences .
For example during the first weeks of life, the intrinsic properties of mitral cells undergo significant changes (Almli et al. 1985; Yu et al. 2015) and most of the OB inhibitory interneurons seen in adults develop (Mair et al. 1982; Rosselli-Austin and Altman 1979) . The local OB circuits evolve throughout the first month of life, giving rise to different oscillatory activity in both gamma and beta frequencies (Dietz et al. 2011; Fletcher et al. 2005) , which may impact odor discrimination and learning (Kay 2014) . Furthermore, centrifugal inputs to the OB, which play a pivotal role in olfactory processing and aversive fear learning, develop and mature postnatally (Le Jeune and Jourdan 1991; McLean and Shipley 1991; Rea and Nurnberger Jr. 1986; Schwob and Price 1984a; Wilson and Leon 1988) . One of the biggest differences related to fear learning is the lack of amygdala plasticity in neonates, which results in paradoxical odor preference following aversive olfactory conditioning (Landers and Sullivan 2012) . The lack of fully developed brains combined with differences in behavioral outcome has impeded the application of identified pup mechanisms to adult olfactory fear learning. While interest in characterizing coding changes as a result of adult olfactory aversive conditioning has surfaced in recent years, especially with the advent of in vivo calcium imaging, there is a paucity of data regarding mechanistic insight of the neural underpinnings.
Studies aiming to test whether the molecular mechanisms identified in pup conditioning, both aversive and associative, apply to adults will dramatically increase our understanding of adult aversive learning-induced sensory plasticity. In addition, studies that identify convergent mechanisms preserved through mammalian development may offer insights to other model systems, including insects and humans. Understanding the olfactory aversive learning-induced alterations in neural circuity and neurobiology in the mammalian olfactory system has the potential to reveal how the brain is able to coordinate behavior even at the earliest stages of encoding and consolidating salient sensory information. Therefore, in order to advance the understanding of aversive learning-induced neuroplasticity, we must review the findings from the different stages of development across the entire olfactory system, including those with different behavioral outcomes, to build testable hypotheses that will inform future studies of aversive learning-induced sensory plasticity.
Adult olfactory fear conditioning paradigms
Olfactory fear conditioning involves pairing an initially neutral odor with an aversive outcome, which commonly in adults is a mild foot shock. During this conditioning paradigm, animals learn to associate the neutral odor with the foot shock, such that subsequent presentations of the conditioned odor elicit a measurable behavioral fear response. One of the most common measures of behavioral fear is behavioral freezing, the complete absence of all non-breathing movements. While pairing odors with an aversive outcome during conditioning and measuring startle or freezing responses are common across most current studies involving adult mammalian fear learning, there are many variations in experimental paradigms such as aversive stimulus intensity and duration, number of pairings within a session, and conditioned odorant used. These discrepancies likely impact the magnitude of learning-induced effects but do not appear to greatly alter behavior or plasticity (Kass and McGann 2017; Kudo et al. 2004; Morrison et al. 2016; Pavesi et al. 2012; Ross and Fletcher 2018) ; however, there are a number of factors which might. One such parameter is whether other odors are presented during training. Standard classical conditioning involves presenting a single stimulus, which always coincides with an aversive outcome and typically results in generalized fear responses. In contrast, discriminant conditioning involves presenting at least two stimuli, one of which always coincides with an aversive outcome while the other never coincides. Unlike classical conditioning, discriminant conditioning is designed to produce fear that is specific to the stimulus predictive of the aversive event (Pavlov 1927) , which represents an important difference that could influence learning-induced plasticity.
Additionally, the number of training sessions and timeline of experiments could impact the longevity of behavioral responses and plasticity. Traditionally, conditioning is performed in a single day with testing occurring the next day Chen et al. 2011; Curzon et al. 2009; Fletcher 2012; Lugo et al. 2014; Ross and Fletcher 2018; Weinberger 2007) ; however, some recent publications spread multiple training sessions over several days or weeks before assessing behavior and plasticity (Jones et al. 2008; Kass et al. 2013; Morrison et al. 2015) , making it difficult to compare these results to those observed following more traditional single-day training paradigms. Multiple training sessions spread over time could possibly induce plasticity through separate or additional mechanisms than training which occurs in a single day. These functional differences are important to consider when designing experiments to evaluate fear learninginduced olfactory plasticity.
Olfactory sensory neurons
The OSNs represent the initial site of olfactory processing (Fig. 1) . Residing in the olfactory epithelium, each OSN expresses a single receptor, which recognizes a specific structural feature of odor molecules (Buck and Axel 1991) . When odor molecules bind to OSNs, information regarding the bound odorant travels along the OSN axons expressing the same receptor into the OB where they synapse on a specific target glomerulus in the OB (Ressler et al. 1994; Sullivan et al. 1995) . This initial stage of odorant processing experiences abundant reorganization, especially during development, that refines the number of OSNs in the epithelium and axons that synapse in the OB (Marcucci et al. 2011) . Given the highly plastic nature of OSNs, they present an interesting area of investigation regarding olfactory aversive learning-induced plasticity in pups as well as adults. Importantly, restructuring at this level could be fairly slow. In pups OSN plasticity involves altered rates of pruning to refine olfactory signals or survival of OSNs that would be marked for pruning, which may also serve as an adult substrate for learning-induced plasticity (Alonso et al. 2006; Graziadei and Graziadei 1979; Mackay-Sim and Kittel 1991) . Another possible source of adults OSN plasticity would require neurogenesis and Fig. 1 Simplified schematic of mammalian olfactory system circuitry. As described in the text, olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs) express a single receptor, and all those expressing the same receptor converge to synapse onto a specific glomerulus. Within the glomerulus, the axons of OSNs synapse onto various olfactory bulb (OB) cell types, including mitral cells, tufted cells, and periglomerular cells. Granule cells provide a major source of inhibition onto mitral cells (depicted) and tufted cells. Both mitral and tufted cells project to the piriform cortex (PCx) where they synapse primarily on PCx pyramidal cells. Mitral and tufted cells project densely to anterior PCx, whereas only mitral cells project to posterior PCx. The posterior PCx also receives projections from anterior PCx. Finally, the amygdala projects to both anterior and posterior PCx, though with differing density as represented by line thickness. The olfactory system receives centrifugal neuromodulatory input from several regions. The known norepinephrine, acetylcholine, and serotonin projections to both OB and PCx are depicted, with the strength of innervation illustrated by line thickness. Information regarding OB neuromodulatory input is broken into OB layers. A key with depictions of each represented cell type is depicted in the bottom left hand corner functional integration of new neurons (Carleton et al. 2002; Cheetham et al. 2016) .
In adults, previous work (Jones et al. 2008 ) using multi-day aversive classical olfactory conditioning, in which a single odorant, acetophenone, was paired with foot shock, induced fear responses specific to the conditioned stimulus. Furthermore, both the number of acetophenone-responsive OSNs and the size of the corresponding acetophenoneresponsive glomerulus increased following acetophenoneshock conditioning but not when shock was paired with a different odor, suggesting odor-specific glomerular changes at the OSN level. Extinction training reverses both the increased number of acetophenone-responsive OSNs as well as the size of the corresponding glomerulus (Morrison et al. 2015) . While the exact cause of odor-specific changes was not directly studied, the authors' hypothesized increased survival of OSNs that would normally turnover might lead to increased OSN number and size of the presynaptic component of the corresponding glomerulus, possibly due to OB release of prosurvival neurotrophic factors. This idea is in line with previous work from the same group, demonstrating upregulation of the brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) gene in the OB following odor-shock conditioning (Jones et al. 2007 ). However, upregulation of OB BDNF was found following aversive learning as well as passive odor exposure, whereas passive exposure did not increase glomerular size (Jones et al. 2008; Jones et al. 2007 ). Altogether, this makes upregulation of BDNF alone an unlikely source for increased glomerular size following aversive learning. In addition, upregulation of a ligand, such as BDNF, is unlikely to increase odorant-specific OSN survival as it would be more likely to promote overall survival of all OSNs, though perhaps increased levels of BDNF along with concomitant upregulation of receptor at target OSNs or signaling cascades downstream of BDNF itself could explain odor-specific OSN alterations (for review see Cowansage et al. 2010) .
A recent neuroimaging paper used synaptopHluorin, a pHsensitive form of GFP as an indicator of neurotransmitter release, to measures changes in OSN coding in adult anesthetized mice before and after discriminant olfactory fear learning (Kass et al. 2013) . Discriminant conditioning differs from classical conditioning in that a single stimulus is paired with an aversive outcome (CS+) but at least one other stimulus (CS-) is presented in the absence of shocks. This type of paradigm produces fear learning more specific to the CS+. When presented the CS+ following conditioning, OSNs exhibited enhanced responses; however, the enhanced responses were specific to the CS+, as there was no enhancement of OSNs responsive to a second, unpaired stimulus (CS-) following olfactory fear conditioning. The hypothesized mechanism of enhanced OSN responses was increased sensitivity of OSNs to subsequent presentations of the conditioned odor following training; however, an exact mechanism underlying increased sensitivity was not identified (Kass et al. 2013) . Importantly, the discriminant paradigm in which mice are taught to fear a specific odor could provide a basis for odorant-specific coding changes different from that seen in classical fear conditioning studies. Repeating these experiments in a classical conditioning task could shed light on whether these different learning paradigms with different behavioral outcomes result in the same forms of plasticity.
These studies suggest aversive learning alters OSN input to OB glomeruli, which has also been observed in pups following olfactory conditioning (Kerr and Belluscio 2006) ; however, all of these studies exploring learning-induced plasticity to OSNs employed multiple training sessions carried out over the course of days or weeks. This overtraining model would allow for massive structural reorganization in the OB that likely cannot occur in single-day training paradigms where changes are still visible within 24 h and likely, therefore, represent a completely different plastic mechanism. While OSNs certainly contribute to olfactory processing and each of these studies indicates that overtraining can alter OSN input to the OB, it is still uncertain whether coding changes or structural plasticity occurs at the level of OSNs in pups or adults when using more ecologically valid single-day aversive training paradigms.
Main olfactory bulb
The main OB represents the first site of olfactory processing in the central nervous system (Fig. 1) . It receives input from the OSNs into neuropil structures called glomeruli comprised of the dendrites of OB output (mitral and tufted) cells (Shipley and Ennis 1996) . At the glomerular layer, odor information is transformed into a highly-organized spatial map that forms initial odor identity (Bozza et al. 2004; Fletcher et al. 2009; Mori et al. 2006; Spors and Grinvald 2002; Storace and Cohen 2017; Wachowiak and Cohen 2001) . After receiving information regarding bound odorants from the OSNs, output cells project that information to other olfactory centers, including PCx (Ojima et al. 1984; Scott et al. 1980) . Importantly, the OB does not represent a passive relay station. Output cells receive inhibition from several classes of OB interneurons, such as periglomerular and granule cells, and are a target for centrifugal input and neuromodulation (Shipley and Ennis 1996) . Given the OB is an intricate locus receiving primary input, transmitting output, and significant refinement of both input and output by interneurons, thus altering the information projected to PCx and other brain regions important for learning, the main OB constitutes an interesting place to study early sensory processing alterations as a result of aversive learning.
Early studies in adult rabbits were some of the first to report altered olfactory processing based on EEG data following aversive olfactory conditioning (Bressler 1988; Freeman and Schneider 1982) . However, one of the drawbacks of EEG data is that it represents a mixed population of cell types, making it difficult to dissect changes in output cells from intrinsic OB cells. Similarly, early work in adolescent rats (P17) indicates learned olfactory aversion enhances 2-deoxyglucose (2-DG) uptake, an indicator of metabolic activity, in the glomerular layer (Coopersmith et al. 1986) ); however, like EEG data, 2-DG assays have limited spatial resolution. This limitation has been rectified in recent years with calcium imaging of the genetically encoded calcium indicator, GCaMP, which allows for imaging of neural activity in genetically targeted OB cell types (Akerboom et al. 2012; Wachowiak et al. 2013 ). This methodological advance coupled with aversive olfactory conditioning permits investigation into several sources of potential change such as temporal and spatial coding as well as amplitude of evoked responses (Broussard et al. 2014; Ye et al. 2017) .
Studies utilizing calcium imaging confirmed early reports of altered OB processing of conditioned odors following fear conditioning in several cell types. In anesthetized mice, enhanced responses of the conditioned stimulus have been reported in dendrites of both excitatory OB output cells (Fletcher 2012) and inhibitory periglomerular cells (Kass and McGann 2017) , that persist as long as one month following single-day fear conditioning. Similar, but more robust associative learning-induced enhancements are seen in glomeruli of awake mice (Ross and Fletcher 2018) , though whether these dendritic changes reflect altered coding at the soma of output cells remains a critical question. Importantly, under classical, single-day odor-shock conditioning paradigms, adult mice often acquire fear to the odor that was paired with foot shock but also extend that behavioral fear response to other odors never paired with shock, a process known as generalization.
Whether olfactory processing of odors to which fear is generalized also changes following fear conditioning has been of recent interest. Enhancement at the level of excitatory postsynaptic glomerular (Ross and Fletcher 2018) and inhibitory periglomerular (Kass and McGann 2017) responses has been reported for both the conditioned stimulus, and neutral, unconditioned odors. The enhanced responses may serve to increase the representational similarity between the conditioned and unconditioned odors, thus providing a neural basis for behavioral generalization (Ross and Fletcher 2018) , though the exact mechanisms of both specific and global enhancements are still unknown. Potentiated glomerular responses in awake mice are not attributable to altered respiration or general fear states (Ross and Fletcher 2018 ) but reflect true plasticity of olfactory processing. Interestingly, associative learning is not required for conditioned stimulus glomerular enhancement, as responses are increased even when learning is blocked, but is required for the global enhancement of all odor processing, possibly indicating there are distinct mechanisms mediating these enhancements (Ross and Fletcher 2018) .
In neonates (<P10) odor-stroke conditioning causes learned odor preference and is associated with enhanced excitation of OB output cells (Yuan et al. 2003) and less fos activation in inhibitory granule cells (Woo et al. 1996) . In addition, neonatal odor-stroke conditioning transiently increases cAMP (Cui et al. 2007 ) and phosphorylated CREB (pCREB) in mitral cells (McLean et al. 1999) , which indicates increased transcription in OB output cells as a result of olfactory associative conditioning. Similar results have been found in young adolescent rats (P11) that undergo classical olfactory aversive conditioning and acquire learned fear. In young rats, olfactory aversive learning also increases pCREB, which is required for long-term, but not short-term, memory of learned aversion . Therefore in early development, olfactory associative conditioning increases gene transcription directly in the OB, which is likely important for long-term memory. Importantly, both mitral cells and granule cells exhibit markers of gene transcription in young rats following odor-shock pairing and pharmacologically augmenting transcriptional activation enhances learned aversion and recall (Wang et al. 2013) . Together the results from neonatal appetitive conditioning and adolescent aversive conditioning convey associative learning initiates transcription in OB output cells and possibly inhibitory interneurons, leading to neural plasticity. Neonatal odor-stroke pairing is associated with CaMKIImediated insertion of postsynaptic AMPA receptors (AMPAR) in the glomerular layer (Modarresi et al. 2016) . Increased AMPARs appear to be required for both long-term memory of acquired odor-preference and behavioral specificity of preference to the conditioned odor (Cui et al. 2011; Modarresi et al. 2016) . Data from neonatal and adolescent mammals suggests olfactory associative memory traces may form, at least initially, in the OB output neurons, a hypothesis common to insect olfactory learning (Faber et al. 1999; Menzel 2001; Yu et al. 2004 ). Increased AMPAR membrane insertion could provide this memory trace by increasing the postsynaptic glomerular response in adults following aversive conditioning. As AMPARs are an integral component of LTP and appear to mediate specificity of mammalian pup learning, they may be an attractive candidate for exploring the origin of specific versus global glomerular enhancements observed in adults. Postsynaptic glomerular responses can be enhanced directly by altering the excitability of mitral and tufted cells or indirectly by modifying inhibitory synaptic input onto OB output cells. There is significant evidence that odor-shock conditioning induces synaptic plasticity in both OB output cells and inhibitory interneurons (Tong et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2013 ), suggesting all cell types require further investigation to fully understand aversive-learning induced neuroplasticity in the OB.
It is important to note that pup learning appears to be highly specific to the CS in terms of both behavior and coding changes, while adult aversive learning is subject to generalization at both levels. This marks a central disparity between pups and adults that requires rigorous study. If the same mechanisms are responsible for CS-specific changes in both pups and adults, an additional mechanism is needed to explain non-specific coding and behavioral changes in adults. Certainly, additional molecular mechanisms or entirely different molecular mechanisms could underlie this divergence; however, neuromodulatory feedback is another interesting possibility. In young rats, glomerular disinhibition has been proposed as a mechanism for non-specific learned aversion , which could be related to neuromodulatory feedback during acquisition. Again, much of the data collected from pups is prior to full brain development, where mature connections are still forming between OB and neuromodulatory regions.
The OB receives input from several neuromodulatory regions ( Fig. 1 ) which release norepinephrine (NE), acetylcholine (ACh), and serotonin (5-HT), all of which alter the balance of excitation and inhibition in the OB (for review see Fletcher and Chen 2010) and impact olfactory learning and plasticity. For example, NE is one of the widely studied neuromodulators in pup learning and is both necessary Sullivan et al. 1989; Wilson et al. 1994 ) and sufficient (Harley et al. 2006; Shakhawat et al. 2012; Sullivan et al. 2000; Sullivan et al. 1989 ) to induce odor preference and associated plasticity in neonates. NE is also an important neuromodulator in adult olfactory associative learning (Brennan et al. 1998; Kroon and Carobrez 2009; RamirezGordillo et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2010 ) though is not sufficient to produce behavioral outcomes in adults, likely due to developmental differences in norepinephrine (Moriceau and Sullivan 2004; Pandipati and Schoppa 2012) . Similarly, the related modulator, octopamine, is required for insect aversive learning (Iliadi et al. 2017) . NE fibers project from the locus coeruleus to the mammalian OB where they terminate most densely in layers containing dendrites of mitral cells and inhibitory granule cells, which express NE receptors (Levy et al. 1999; Shipley and Ennis 1996) . This allows NE to modulate the activity of both cell types and regulate learning-induced plasticity in OB circuits (Yuan et al. 2003) . Interestingly in adult rabbits odor-shock training, infusion of NE antagonists into the OB suppresses learning-induced OB activation pattern changes (Gray et al. 1986 ), further indicating the importance of NE in adult aversive-learning induced plasticity.
ACh is also required for pup and adult mammalian olfactory associative learning (Chan et al. 2017; Chaudhury et al. 2009; Devore et al. 2012; Hellier et al. 2012; Kroon and Carobrez 2009) , and may regulate olfactory fear generalization in adults (Pavesi et al. 2012) . However, studies addressing the role of ACh in olfactory fear learning mostly use systemic administration of ACh antagonists, making it difficult to discern whether ACh is specifically required in the OB for aversive-learning induced plasticity. ACh fibers from the basal forebrain, most specifically the horizontal limb of the diagonal band of Broca (Levy et al. 1999) , terminate primarily in the glomerular layer, where they synapse onto periglomerular cells, and in the internal plexiform layers, where they synapse on granule cell dendrites (Shipley and Ennis 1996) , but there is also evidence of non-synaptic interactions between ACh axons and mitral cells (Kasa et al. 1995) . The abundance of synaptic and non-synaptic interactions between ACh axons and OB cell types provides a complex framework for ACh mediated learning-induced synaptic plasticity that requires investigation.
In addition, little is known about 5-HT modulation of olfactory associative learning-induced OB plasticity, even though 5-HT is required for pup (McLean et al. 1996; 1993) , adult (Marchetti et al. 2000) , and insect learning (Johnson et al. 2011) . Interestingly, in the short-nosed fruit bat, depletion of 5-HT prevents olfactory associative learning as well as associated OB plasticity, such as upreglation and phosphorylation of CREB (Ganesh et al. 2010) , which was necessary for olfactory aversive learning in young rats . The OB receives 5-HT input from raphe nuclei (Levy et al. 1999 ) to all layers of the bulb; however, the densest projections occur in the glomerular layer (McLean and Shipley 1987; Shipley and Ennis 1996) . The OB output cells and granule cells to a lesser extent (Hamada et al. 1998; McLean et al. 1995) , express 5-HT receptors, indicating a role for direct and indirect 5-HT modulation of OB output cells. Given the substantial neuromodulatory input to the OB and the requisite nature of these transmitters in olfactory associative learning, more thorough exploration of aversive learning-induced changes in neuromodulatory feedback to the OB and the role it plays in OB plasticity is required.
Together these studies demonstrate the adult OB undergoes dramatic changes following aversive olfactory learning in numerous cell types. While work regarding OB plasticity following pup aversive learning is sparse, work in adolescent aversive conditioning and pup appetitive conditioning demonstrate similar molecular changes that ultimately lead to transcription and insertion of AMPARs in the glomerular layer following associative learning. The conservation of learninginduced AMPAR insertion across developmental stages and despite differences in training paradigm offers a parsimonious mechanism for sensory plasticity (Sullivan and Wilson 2003) . Importantly, this constitutes an example of identified molecular plasticity in pup learning with functional physiological and behavioral consequences that mirrors the observed aversive learning-induced changes in adults. The putative mechanism of pup plasticity could also provide the neural basis for increased sensitivity and enhanced glomerular responses following adult aversive learning. Furthermore, these local OB synaptic changes may be part of larger circuit-level changes in neuromodulatory input. Future work should attempt to identify these types of parallels between pups and adults and apply results obtained from pup learning to investigations of adult olfactory aversive conditioning-induced plasticity.
Piriform cortex
The primary olfactory cortex is the PCx, which can be subdivided along the anterior-posterior axis based on the inputs they receive (Fig. 1) . In terms of OB output cells, the anterior PCx (aPCx) receives dense input from both mitral and tufted cells, whereas the posterior PCx (pPCx) receives sparser innervation, primarily from mitral cells (Igarashi et al. 2012; Nagayama et al. 2010) . OB input to PCx does not exhibit conserved spatial patterning, as observed at the OB glomerular layer, providing a flexible template for learninginduced changes (Ghosh et al. 2011; Miyamichi et al. 2011; Sosulski et al. 2011; Stettler and Axel 2009) . The PCx as a whole receives projections from a variety of neuromodulatory centers, many of which are thought to play a critical role in learning and memory, making the PCx an interesting location for studying aversive learning-induced coding changes. In addition, pPCx receives heavy associative input from aPCx (Illig and Wilson 2009 ) and projections from the amygdaloid complex (Majak et al. 2004) , which may indicate increased involvement in associative fear learning. There is also evidence to support that in addition to differences in input, the aPCx and pPCx play different roles in regard to olfactory learning, though the exact contributions of each has yet to be clearly defined (Chabaud et al. 2000; Litaudon et al. 1997; Mouly et al. 2001) .
Several studies in rodents demonstrate PCx alterations following adult olfactory fear learning. For example, single-day odor-shock pairing in adult rats leads to transient potentiation of CS-induced field potentials in the PCx 24 h later that coincides with learned freezing (Sevelinges et al. 2004 ). These changes were specific to the pPCx, while no learninginduced changes were evident in aPCx. Interestingly, while adult rats also extend acquired freezing beyond the CS, whether neutral, untrained odorants also evoked altered pPCX field potentials was not tested. In a similar, single-day aversive conditioning task, BDNF mRNA was upregulated in aPCx 2 h after conditioning in all odor exposed groups but only upregulated in pPCx in groups subjected to odor-shock pairing (Jones et al. 2007 ), suggesting aPCx may code information regarding basic odor experience while pPCx codes olfactory learning in adults. The odor-shock pairing-induced upregulation of BDNF in pPCx was concomitant with upregulated amygdaloid BDNF, further suggesting an interaction between amygdaloid activation by aversive learning and pPCx alterations in adults.
When pups (<P10) are subjected to aversive conditioning paradigms they demonstrate paradoxical preference. Interestingly under such circumstances, pups exhibit significant learning-induced changes in the PCx, but those changes are mostly specific to aPCx. For example, odor-shock pairing that results in paradoxical preference is associated with increased aPCx c-fos activation (Roth and Sullivan 2005) and increased 2-deoxyglucose uptake, a measure of cellular metabolic activity (Raineki et al. 2009 ). Remarkably if pups undergo extreme odor-shock training or undergo training at a later age (>P10), they acquire aversion and enhancement of 2-DG uptake in pPCx rather than aPCx (Raineki et al. 2009 ). This suggested the PCx may place hedonic value on olfactory learning, where the aPCx is associated with olfactory preference and pPCx with odor aversion; however, this claim has not yet been thoroughly explored and such stringent definitions preclude understanding how cortical processing as a whole changes following adult olfactory aversive learning.
A more recent study subjected adult rats to either singleday classical or discriminant odor-shock conditioning and recorded single-unit activity in aPCx to the CS as well as similar odors (Chen et al. 2011) . This allowed for direct comparisons of altered aPCx coding when fear learning was generalized (as is the case in classical conditioning) or specific (discriminant conditioning). Despite previous data indicating lack of aPCx c-fos activity or 2-DG uptake changes following adult aversive conditioning, both classical and discriminant learning altered the single-unit activity in aPCx. Interestingly, classical conditioning broadened the odor-evoked receptive field size of aPCx units while discriminant conditioning narrowed receptive fields. These findings correlate with both behavioral generalization and studies involving OB physiology (Kass and McGann 2017; Ross and Fletcher 2018) .
It has been hypothesized that OB coding changes following associative learning signify odor salience but require PCx alterations to code hedonic value (Jones et al. 2008; Raineki et al. 2009 ) and mediate learned behaviors (Choi et al. 2011) . Despite the significance placed on the PCx in regard to associative learning, relatively few studies on the mechanisms by which PCx coding is altered following adult aversive learning have been conducted. Furthermore, it remains to be seen whether observed PCx plasticity is intrinsic to PCx or is due to altered input from the OB, higher processing centers, or neuromodulatory regions. During adult odor-shock conditioning, a study using high temporal resolution microdialysis ascertained transient increases in both GABA and glutamate in PCx following each odor-shock pair that was not present during odor only exposures (Hegoburu et al. 2009 ). The transient increase in PCx glutamate was preceded by glutamate activation in the amygdala, possibly indicating the amygdala is responsible for increased glutamate in the PCx during odorshock trials. Amygdalar modulation of PCx is made possible by a direct pathway between the two structures (Majak et al. 2004 ) and functionally, optogenetic stimulation of amygdalar neurons alters odor-evoked ensemble activity in the PCx (Sadrian and Wilson 2015) . Plasticity, by means of strengthening synaptic connections between PCx and the amygdala could explain such a phenomenon; however, this causal relationship has not yet been directly tested in the context of adult aversive learning.
The PCx, like the OB, receives considerable neuromodulatory input from noradrenergic, cholinergic, and serotonergic centers (Shipley and Ennis 1996) . While systemic injections of NE, ACh, and 5-HT antagonists impair olfactory associative learning (Kroon and Carobrez 2009; Marchetti et al. 2000; McLean et al. 1996) , almost nothing is known about the role of these neurotransmitters in the PCx in the context of olfactory aversive learning. The effect of PCx 5-HT during associative learning is completely unexplored; however, optogenetic stimulation of 5-HT inputs decreases spontaneous PCx firing without affecting odor-evoked PCx activity (Lottem et al. 2016) , which could facilitate cortical olfactory learning and plasticity. Blockade of NE receptors in PCx prevents acquisition of olfactory associative appetitive learning in both pups (Ghosh et al. 2015; Morrison et al. 2013) and adults (Shakhawat et al. 2015) and NE stimulation reverses learning-induced hyperexcitability of PCx pyramidal cells (Brosh et al. 2006) , indicating a function for NE in olfactory learning-induced PCx plasticity. Data from electrophysiological and computational studies indicate ACh places PCx in a permissive state for both learning and recall in adult associative learning (Barkai et al. 1994; Barkai and Hasselmo 1997; Hasselmo et al. 1992 ) by simultaneously suppressing synaptic transmission and enhancing synaptic modification (Linster and Hasselmo 2001) and enhancing long-term potentiation in PCx pyramidal cells (Hasselmo and Barkai 1995; Patil et al. 1998 ). This mechanism allows for pattern separation and discriminability following appetitive learning, as evidenced by the fact that pharmacological inhibition of ACh in PCx leads to behavioral generalization (Wilson 2001 ) while systemic ACh agonists enhance behavioral discrimination (Doty et al. 1999) . Together, these results provide strong evidence that these neuromodulators are required in the PCx for associative learning and that they may mediate synaptic plasticity that leads to behavioral outputs of learning; however, this work must be repeated in the context of aversive learning to ascertain how an aversive learning paradigm affects neuromodulation to produce neuroplasticity that results in generalized fear.
Conclusion
Olfactory associative conditioning induces neural plasticity to enable behavioral responses to a learning experience. Current evidence supports plasticity throughout the mammalian olfactory system, at the initial stages of processing in OSNs and OB output cells as well in the primary olfactory cortex. In cases of olfactory aversive conditioning, pups exhibit paradoxical preference specific to the CS, whereas adults express generalized aversion to the CS and non-conditioned odorants, which has hindered drawing parallels between pup and adult mechanisms of aversive learning. Importantly, there are developmental differences between pups and adults which affect this behavioral dichotomy, including the lack of amygdala plasticity in neonates (for review see Landers and Sullivan 2012) . While some differences occur in behavioral responses following aversive conditioning between pups and adults, there is significant conservation in underlying mechanisms of neural plasticity.
Despite these differences, associative learning in pups and aversive learning in adults transforms olfactory processing, especially at the OB glomerular layer. Glomerular layer changes occur either at the presynaptic OSN component or at the postsynaptic component. Importantly, while OSN changes have been reported following pup and adult aversive conditioning, the conditioning paradigms took place over several days making it difficult to ascertain whether the proposed mechanisms account for changes occurring within 24 h of training. How glomerular processing as a whole changes following aversive learning has yet to be delineated; however, associative learning in both pups and adults increases neural activity of OB output cells, either directly or indirectly through altering inhibitory drive onto output cells.
The proposed mechanisms of learning-induced AMPAR insertion in pups, leading to enhanced excitation of OB output cells echoes enhanced odor-evoked glomerular responses in adults following odor-shock learning. In other systems, AMPAR membrane insertion serves to potentiate the synapse, typically via the postsynaptic neurons (Luscher and Malenka 2012; Park et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2008) , which could explain enhancement of CS-specific OB output cells (Ross and Fletcher 2018) . Regardless of developmental stage, associative conditioning potentiates neural activity in PCx as well as the OB. In cases of learned aversion, both pups and adults exhibit enhanced activity in pPCx. This likely reflects a combination of input from the OB, which itself is increased following aversive learning, as well as from aPCx and other regions, possibly including the amygdala. Similar mechanisms may also underlie adult olfactory appetitive conditioning (Lebel et al. 2001; Quinlan et al. 2004; Reuveni et al. 2013; Saar et al. 2012; Tong et al. 2014 ) and could offer insights and testable hypotheses to advance adult olfactory aversive learning; however, adult appetitive conditioning typically utilizes multiple training sessions over several days. Such studies represent gradual, cumulative learning that results in more specific behavioral learning rather than rapid, single-day learning with broad behavioral generalization, and could, therefore, use different or additional mechanisms.
It is important to remember that learning-induced plasticity in both the OB and PCx require neuromodulatory and centrifugal feedback during acquisition. These olfactory centers both receive dense innervation from noradrenergic, cholinergic, and serotonergic regions. While the exact roles of each have yet to be identified for aversive learning-induced OB and PCx plasticity, there is increasing evidence that they facilitate learning. For example, NE, ACh, and 5-HT have all been shown to promote synaptic plasticity by initiating intracellular signaling cascades (Jerusalinsky et al. 1997) , increasing translation (Maity et al. 2015) , or trafficking receptors for membrane insertion (Hu et al. 2007; Mlinar et al. 2015) . In addition, each of these neuromodulators alters the balance of excitation and inhibition in the olfactory pathway , which could provide a basis for generalized versus specific aversive learning . Therefore, a picture emerges where neuromodulators are inextricable from olfactory plasticity. Both neurotransmitter systems and the capacity for plasticity differ between pups and adults (Bower 1990; Herlenius and Lagercrantz 2004; Le Jeune and Jourdan 1991; McLean and Shipley 1991; Rea and Nurnberger Jr. 1986; Shionoya et al. 2006; Wilson and Leon 1988) , which may limit complete parallels between mechanisms of learning-induced olfactory plasticity. In addition to investigating whether identified mechanisms of learninginduced plasticity in pups applies to aversive learninginduced plasticity throughout the olfactory system in adults, future studies should aim to identify the role of neuromodulators in olfactory plasticity.
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